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Community Gardens Manual

Goals
1. To promote food production, healthy recreation and community building.
2. To steward agricultural lands for current and future generations.

3. To serve the Eugene community, providing equitable access to all regardless of experience,
age, culture, ability or income.
4. To develop partnerships with community organizations, leveraging the City’s assets in
service to the public.
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Registration Guidelines
New Gardeners
•

•

•
•
•
•

Complete the Plot Inquiry Form between January 1st and February 15th to receive a plot
assignment. If there are more applications than plots available, plot assignment is decided
by a lottery. You will be notified by March 1st if you are assigned a plot.
Plots still vacant after March 15th will be assigned on a first come, first served basis through
September 31st. Complete the Plot Inquiry Form to receive a plot assignment if there are
vacancies. If there are more requests than plots available, plot assignment is decided by a
lottery.
Community Organizations can submit a Community Garden Partnership Application to
receive a plot assignment within the time frames explained above.
Registration and payment for a plot is due 10 days after plot assignment is made.
Once registration is complete, contact the site coordinator for an orientation.
Gardeners are responsible for covering the cost of seeds, plants, irrigation supplies,
amendments and any other tools not provided in the garden sheds.

Returning Gardeners
•

•
•
•

All gardeners in compliance with the Garden Policies may renew their plot and pay the plot
fee between October 1st and October 31st in order to continue gardening the following
year.
Partnering Organizations who want to renew their plot must complete the Partnership
Renewal Form by October 31st. The plot fee is waived for community organizations.
Gardeners who decline renewal for the following year have until December 1st to clean up
the plot and remove their belongings.
Returning gardeners who want to change garden locations or to a different plot within the
same garden location must fill out a Request to Change Plots by October 31st. If there are
more requests than plots available, plot assignment is decided by a lottery. Offers will be
made by November 15th with payment due for the new plot (or the original plot if the
request was not accommodated) by November 30th.

Plot Use
•
•
•

Plot use lasts from January 1st to December 31st.
The last day to request a refund is May 31st.
Keep the Community Gardens Program staff notified of changes to home address, phone
number, and email addresses.
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•
•

Plots may not be transferred to any person or group.
To see the most updated version of the Park Rules for Community Gardens, please see
Chapter 1.045 of the City of Eugene Park Rules.

Plot Fees
•
•
•
•

•
•

Full Plot (~400 square feet): $100
Half Plot (~200 square feet): $60
Raised Bed (~50 square feet): $25
The plot fee covers the usage of the plot, tools, leaves and the debris bin. Irrigation in the
gardens is turned on around April 1st and turned off around November 1st. The plot fee does
not include seeds, plant starts or amendments.
Plots assigned between July 1st and September 31st are pro-rated to half price.
Low-income gardeners may submit a Community Garden Scholarship Application to receive
a plot fee discount.
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Garden Policies
1. Keep your plot in a planted and productive state during the growing season (April thru
October) by planting and growing crops and harvesting ripe produce.

2. Keep your plot tidy during the winter season if you are not actively gardening. Remove
weeds, rotting crops, and all dead and dying plants. Protect bare soil by mulching with
leaves, planting a winter garden or cover crop, or covering with black landscaping fabric (do
not use plastic tarps as they disintegrate with harsh weather). Disconnect and coil hoses.
Neatly store seasonal structures like tomato cages, hoses, and trellises when not in use.
3. Keep your plot free of weeds, including grasses, throughout all seasons. Do not allow weeds
to go to seed or spread underground.

4. Put all vegetation and weeds in the designated organic waste bin.

5. Remove all garbage from the garden. This includes discarded planting pots, twine/rope, and
other materials that are not in use or stored neatly. Trash removal service is not provided in
the community gardens.
6. Keep your plants, materials and supplies within the boundaries of your plot. Keep
vegetation away from fences. Do not pile or place mulch, weeds, rocks, or other materials
into common areas, including pathways and roadways. Plant tall vertical crops such as pole
beans, corn or sunflowers away from plot boundaries to avoid shading neighboring plots
and interfering with pathways.

7. Do not plant or maintain trees or any invasive plants listed in the Gardener’s Guidelines or
on the City of Eugene’s Invasive Plant List. Mint should be planted in a pot so it doesn’t
spread.
8. Keep the borders of your plot weeded to prevent impacting your neighbors. It is
recommended to put a heavy a layer of mulch or cardboard so that weeds don’t spread.
Maintain communal pathways one foot outside of your plot boundary.

9. Organic gardening is required. Do not apply any pesticides or herbicides in the Community
Garden.

10. Use water responsibly and practice water conservation. Limit water use on your plot to the
minimum necessary for healthy plant growth. Do not put water on neighboring plots by
overhead watering or runoff from your plot. Do not interfere with another gardener’s water
usage such as by blocking access to the spigot. If using a timer, check regularly for leaks and
proper saturation.
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11. Use shared tools only for the purpose for which they are intended. Clean tools and
wheelbarrows of dirt and debris before returning them to the toolshed. Do not leave tools in
your plot when you are not there. Lock the toolshed when you return your tools.

12. Do not build permanent structures in your garden plot.

13. Do not bring dogs or other pets into the garden. Children in the garden must be supervised
and stay within your plot boundaries or common spaces.

14. Do not take produce or other materials from another plot without permission.

15. Lock the gate behind you when you enter and exit to protect the security of the gardens. Site
Coordinator permission is required for all vehicular access. Do not share the garden code.
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Roles and Responsibilities
Gardeners
•
•

Maintain their plot in accordance with the Garden Policies outlined above.

Contribute a minimum of 4 hours per year in service to maintenance activities throughout
the community garden. Tasks may include mowing, tidying the shed, restoring abandoned
plots and miscellaneous repairs. Contact your Site Coordinator for garden specific tasks. Log
your service hours here.

Site Coordinators
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

Serve as the first point of contact for all gardeners at that site.
Help coordinate gardeners to complete maintenance activities throughout the community
garden, such as mowing, tidying the shed, restoring abandoned plots and miscellaneous
repairs.
Orient new gardeners, share garden advice, facilitate compliance with the garden manual,
and mediate conflicts between gardeners.
Communicate with program staff about the needs of the garden and provide input as
changes to the community garden and the garden program are made.
Monitor plots for compliance and activity and communicate with gardeners and program
staff accordingly.
The plot fee is waived for Site coordinators.
To apply to become a Site Coordinator, contact the program staff.
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Program Staff
•
•
•
•
•

Assign new gardeners to vacant plots. Process permit renewals, payments and refunds.

Provide and maintain the irrigation system. Maintain the perimeter fence. Maintain locks
and other hardware for securing the garden gates.
Provide garden tools and wheelbarrows for gardeners’ use.

Ensure that all gardeners comply with the garden policies and address violations.

Recruit, train and support Garden Site Coordinators in their role as on-site program
facilitators.

Partnering Organizations
•
•

•

•
•

Maintain the plot(s) in accordance with the Garden Policies outlined above. Ensure all
volunteers/members/clients who will be using the space have read the Garden Policies.
Identify one staff person who will oversee and manage the plot(s). This person will be
responsible for creating a plan, coordinating volunteers/members/clients who will be
working in the plot(s), and ensuring policy compliance.
It is up to the organization’s discretion to share the garden code with
volunteers/members/clients, depending on their abilities, and level of supervision
required.
Maintain appropriate liability insurance.

The plot fee is waived for Partnering Organizations. To apply for an organization plot,
complete the Community Gardens Partnership Application. See the City of Eugene
Community Gardens website for a current list of organizations we partner with.
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Compliance Checks
Gardeners are responsible for following the garden policies outlined above. Plots are monitored
throughout the year for compliance with the garden policies. There are three official compliance
checks when a plot must meet specific standards as well:
1. Spring—Last Tuesday in May: Significant gardening activity is present. Weeds are
effectively managed. Plot is fully or partially planted.

2. Summer—Last Tuesday in July: Significant gardening activity is present. Plot is in a
planted and productive state. Mature crops are harvested. Weeds are effectively managed.
No evidence of overwatering.
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3. Winter—Second Tuesday in December: Rotting crops, dead plants and rotting plant
materials are removed from the plot. Weeds are effectively managed. Plot is fully covered
with mulch, cover crop and/or winter crops. Seasonal structures and hoses are stored
neatly.

Policy Enforcement
If a plot is deemed out of compliance, the gardener will receive a notice. The gardener has one
month to bring the plot back into compliance. The gardener is encouraged to work with a site
coordinator for guidance. Gardeners who fail three compliance checks in one year will have your
plot revoked.
If a garden plot looks abandoned at any point during the main season (April to October), garden
staff will check in with the plot holder. The plot holder has two weeks to respond and start
gardening. If there is no action after two weeks, your plot will be revoked.

If you are having a personal circumstance that is keeping you from maintaining your plot, please let
us know. We can waive one compliance check due to a personal circumstance. After that, your plot
may be revoked.

Gardeners may appeal the decision of a revoked plot within two weeks to the Community Garden
Program Coordinator. Explain how you will manage your plot differently so that it remains in
compliance and share if there are exceptional circumstances that have prevented you from
maintaining the plot according to our manual. A final decision will be made by the Community
Garden Program Coordinator and Site Coordinator.
The City reserves the right to revoke a plot at any time if deemed necessary.
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Dates to Remember
January 1st to February 15th
March 1st
March 15th to September 1st
First week of April
1st Tuesday in May
May 31st
July 1st to September 1st

Submit Plot Inquiry Form to join the Lottery
New gardeners are assigned plots

Remaining plots are available, “First Come First Served”

Water is turned on (weather permitting)
Spring Compliance Check

Last Day to Request a Refund

Assigned Plots are pro-rated to half-price

Last Tuesday in July

Summer Compliance Check

Mid-October

Water is turned off (weather permitting)

October 31st
November 30th
First Tuesday in December

Last day to renew plot for following year

Last day for returning gardeners to move plots

Winter Compliance Check
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COVID-19 Safety Precautions
We know the community gardens are an essential source of food and have provided important
mental and physical health benefits throughout the COVID-19 pandemic. In order to keep the
gardens open while ensuring everyone’s safety, our program follows all mandates and regulations
from our lead organizations.

Please visit Lane County Public Health or Oregon Health Authority websites to stay up to date on
what current restrictions are in place. Community Garden Program Staff will send emails to clarify
how the mandates and recommendations affect the community gardens. Gardeners who do not
follow the mandates and regulations will be asked to leave.
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Report a Problem
Report all maintenance or safety issues to Park Watch. You can
also call the Community Gardens Program Staff at (541) 682-4800
or call your Site Coordinator. For mental health or crisis related
issues, please contact Cahoots at (541) 682-5111.

Report theft and vandalism to Community Gardens Program Staff. Report conflicts with other
gardeners to your Site Coordinator.

Additional Resources

A list of resources for community gardeners is maintained on the Community Gardens Program
website.
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